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Abstract: In recent years, the need for the ability to work remotely and subsequently the need for the availability of
remote computer-based systems has increased substantially. This trend has seen a dramatic increase with the onset of
the 2020 pandemic. Often local data is produced, stored, and processed in the cloud to remedy this flood of computation
and storage needs. Historically, HPC (high performance computing) and the concept of big data have been utilized for
the storage and processing of large data. However, both HPC and Hadoop can be utilized as solutions for analytical work,
though the differences between these may not be obvious. Both use parallel processing techniques and offer options for
data to be stored in either a centralized or distributed manner. Recent studies have focused on using a hybrid approach
with both technologies. Therefore, the convergence between HPC and big data technologies can be filled with distributed
computing machines at the layer described. This paper results from the motivation that there exists a necessity for a
distributed computing framework that can scale from SOC (system on chip) boards to desktop computers and servers.
For this purpose, in this article, we propose a distributed computing environment that can scale up to devices with
heterogeneous architecture, where devices can set up clusters with resource-limited nodes and then run on top of. The
solution can be thought of as a minimalist hybrid approach between HPC and big data. Within the scope of this study,
not only the design of the proposed system is detailed, but also critical modules and subsystems are implemented as
proof of concept.
Key words: Distributed and parallel computing, big data, high performance computing, distributed programming,
resource management

1. Introduction
After 2005, the need to process batch data generated over the internet in real-time and the recent flood of
genomics data created the necessity for high performance computing systems that scale, are easy to distribute
and implement, and yet accurate at the same time. Although there exist HPC technology stacks and researchers,
less experienced researchers did not rely on them and created their own parallel computing stacks such as Hadoop
and Spark. This is perhaps because the HPC community did not wish to invest time and resources to alter
existing HPC toolsets to accommodate new comers. Instead, the new comers were expected to alter what they
were doing to fit existing HPC toolset.
Hadoop [1], the dominant big data management technology stack, came to market with the claim of
being able to run on commodity hardware within a cluster setup. But, in practice, Hadoop-based projects
deployed onto cluster nodes with increasingly required CPU and RAM resources. Today, we attempt to solve
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large analytical problems that use big data and require high performance computing at the same time. While
Spark’s RDD (resilient distributed datasets) is preferred over Hadoop/MapReduce due to its performance and
ease of use, when compared with OpenMPI it still underperforms. Additionally, in our previous work [2], we
attempted to make a Hadoop-based distribution. However we experienced many challenges from deployment to
configuration. It did not run using reduced resources on commodity hardware as claimed or expected and was
a resource-hungry component.
High performance computing (HPC) is an area with different parallel programming and shared memory
techniques and approaches that solve big computational problems. On the other hand, the concept of big data
is based on collecting, processing and analyzing the data produced by social media, business and IoT sensors.
While HPC systems focus less on data management and more on designing high-performance algorithms, big
data systems concentrate on effective data management, data inquiries and real-time streaming applications.
Parallel computing in distributed systems for big data management implement a kind of divide-and-conquer
algorithm such as MapReduce, whereas the HPC systems implement parallel processing and messaging through
protocols such as MPI (message passing interface). Programming APIs and data abstractions are quite different
between the big data and HPC systems. HPC systems have adapted low-level APIs, while big data systems
have adapted high-level user-friendly APIs. Performance and usability are a delicate balance for both systems,
and achieving performance while maintaining usability is a challenging job. On the hardware side, while HPC
systems require high-speed network service such as InfiniBand, Big Data Management software primarily relies
on solutions where data and computing are done on the same nodes.
Meantime, cloud-based solutions are based on collecting requests (data/computation) at centralized nodes
and distributing it to powerful machines over the Internet without requiring access to local servers. This
metaphorical cloud concept is developed due to the gap between HPC and Big Data. However, in order to keep
this infrastructure alive, internet access or full-featured network devices are required. Furthermore, with the
increase in the amount of data collected for Business Intelligence or Science, the logarithmic increase of the cost
of cloud-based services became a burden and a limiting factor.
Because of the need for a low cost, high capacity, high performance computing system, the proposed
design and the proof-of-concept implementation of a light-weight distributed computing research framework
with the following novel features are introduced:
1. Each board with Linux of different architectures can be located in the compute pool as a cluster under
low resource consumption.
2. A flexible network layer in which nodes can create smart network patterns inherently in favor of computing.
3. Programmable modular configuration system for resource negotiation and different computing techniques
(without XML or shell scripts).
The above features highlight the general characteristics of the framework. Due to the increasing number
of options of computational machines such as IoT devices, smart phones, tablets, desktop computers and servers,
the internode communication infrastructure with a lightweight resource/cluster management system requires
attention. Such communication infrastructure has to be minimally complex for communication yet support the
smart network topology for Internet protocol. Therefore, in this study, we aim to take on this need by revealing
the state of the art in the distributed and parallel computing space.
Parallel and distributed data storage and processing frameworks are often used in handling large volumes
of data and generating analytical results for science and businesses. First HPC (1980s), then Hadoop (2000s)
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implemented these concepts with very different approaches. Recently, hybrid solutions have come to the forefront
as service-oriented architectures that easily integrate with each other and thus support smoother data exchange.
This is why advances are seen in both the Big Data and HPC technology stacks brought by these advantages.
HPC technology primarily focuses on high-performance hardware and low-latency networks to process mostly
structured data running scientific algorithms. On the other hand, Hadoop for Big Data applications processes
Large volumes of unstructured data on the commodity hardware with data parallelism. Therefore, in order to
process Big Data with high performance then HPC and Hadoop has to inevitably converge. This convergence is
also observed at the component level and now the components have started to offer mutual support. We discuss
the component-based assessment in the following subsections that helps us to determine the features that are
required for a framework that bridges Big Data and HPC.
1.1. Distributed file systems
A distributed file system that splits data/resources physically or virtually to nodes is at the core of architecture.
In this structure, the file is split into chunks and may be located at any node. The complexity of splitting and
locating data is hidden from the end-user often through an interface managed by the master node. These nodes
may reside on private (Intranet) or public (Internet) cloud. Among the distributed file systems, i) Hadoop
(HDFS), ii) Lustre, and iii) Gluster stand out.
Hadoop (HDFS) has a master/slave architecture and is designed to run on commodity hardware with
high fault-tolerance. HDFS performs well in accessing and retrieving large data sets. Lustre offers high
performance through parallel access to data and distributed locking. Lustre has a POSIX-compliant namespace
that is generally rock-solid for large-scale computing infrastructures. Gluster is a scalable distributed file
system that expands and provides additional storage as needed. Gluster is less complex as it does not depend
on metadata server.
In a distributed file system where a single NameNode exists, it may limit scalability and become a resource
bottleneck and a point of failure. If it fails, the file system becomes inaccessible and when it comes back up,
the name node must replay all the operations in queue. For large clusters, this replay operation may take
hours. Although Hadoop promotes data locality, this is not very realistic in a heterogeneous network. Lustre is
designed mostly for HPC environments and requires high speed internet and meticulous work for management.
In heterogeneous networks, however we usually do not have Infiniband like network connections. GlusterFS
may be preferred as the distributed file system base for the proposed architecture for the following reasons;
• Easy to manage and independent from kernel while running in user space.
• Improves the performance of data and objects by eliminating metadata server.
• Easy to deploy and run on SoC boards like Raspberry PI.
• It does not need an intermediary server. Clients may directly mount the block device.
• Translator mechanism exists for extensible functionality.
1.2. Parallel programming models
There are several parallel programming models which allow to define locality and concurrency: threads, message
passing, data parallel, single program multiple data (SPMD) and multiple program multiple data (MPMD)
models. These models are used for abstraction above hardware and do not tie to a particular computer
architecture. Next, we discuss each model and their implementations with respect to distributing computing.
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Threads have two distinct implementations; Pthreads and OpenMP. Pthreads often come with the
C programming language’s built-in thread library (libC). They require significant programmer attention to
properly implement explicit parallelism. OpenMP has a shared-memory multiprocessing API and provides
several compiler directives for creating threads, synchronizing tasks and managing the shared memory on top of
Pthreads. Pthread (POSIX Thread) and OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) APIs are used widely for parallel
computing. OpenMP APIs are more convenient in code for splitting the execution using directives. Therefore,
it is more appropriate to be used in a framework.
MPI is a message passing library standard based on the consensus of the MPI Forum including users
and developers. MPI aims to establish a portable and suﬀicient standard for messaging in distributed programs.
In MPI, each process communicates with each other by using its own address space. Partitioning workload and
delegating tasks of the workload is facilitated by MPI. Tasks use local memory, however computation is either
on the same machine or on remote machines. Data related to communication information is also exchanged
among tasks. MPI also provides library functions to manage message passing in blocked and unblocked modes.
MapReduce has been a pioneer model for large-scale parallel batch data processing that uses key/value
storage. An index mechanism is defined over the keys to speed up arbitrary search. The core idea of MapReduce
comes from a functional programming approach that uses main Map and Reduce functions. Both functions
have two input parameters, a set of key/value pairs as an input dataset and a user function. Map and Reduce
processes the data with the user-defined function often recursively on subsets [7]. The MapReduce runtime
considers data locality during launch and the programmer does not need to worry about data partitioning,
process creation, and synchronization. The same Map and Reduce functions are executed across machines,
therefore the paradigm may be regarded as a kind of SPMD model [4].
For the proposed parallel computing model, OpenMPI is more appropriate as; a) it is the de facto
standard protocol for all HPC platforms, b) does not require additional coding for portability, c) supports
vendor specific native algorithms for higher performance, d) there exist many applications from both vendors
and public sources, e) provides essential virtual topology, synchronization, and communication functionality
between nodes.
MPI is also ideal for iterative algorithms where nodes require data exchange between processors to
proceed. In general, MapReduce is more preferable for noniterative algorithms where nodes need reduced data
exchange. However, Mapreduce is more recently replaced by more versatile data processing technologies such
as Spark and Flink [12]. In our design, we consider a hybrid structure where different technologies may be used
based on the requirements. It may be determined at job creation while matching the capabilities of the compute
nodes. These procedures may also be specified in the extensible configuration system.
1.3. Resource manager and job scheduler
Resource management and job scheduling are two separate but related problems. By resource management, we
refer to the negotiation of resources that are required for running a job. Once the resources that are available for
the job are identified, the scheduling is performed by reserving these resources and lunching the job. Those jobs
whose resources are yet not available, are enqueued according to the policy of the workload manager [9]. On
the other hand, at the application level, most of time is spent at processing significant amounts of input/output
data as part of job scheduling [10]. Next, resource management and scheduling solutions for Big Data and HPC
are reviewed.
Slurm is an open source and highly scalable cluster management/job scheduling system for Linux.
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Slurm runs at user-space and self-contained. For big data, YARN - Yet Another Resource Negotiator
[13] provides two key functionalities: global resource (ResourceManager) and application (ApplicationMaster)
management. The ResourceManager is a master that controls the nodes of Hadoop cluster through NodeManager and allocates system resources to applications while scheduling tasks [12]. Mesos, first developed by
Berkeley, allows management of the data centers as a single server by abstracting the resources such as CPU,
RAM, and Disks on nodes. The other widely used resource manager, Mesos, shares resources in a fine-grained
manner, allowing frameworks to achieve data locality by taking turns in reading data stored on each node while
supporting the sophisticated schedulers of today’s frameworks (Hadoop, Spark, Kafka, Elastic search) [14].
Major resource managers that are widely used are discussed in conjunction with the needs of the proposed
framework. On the HPC side, Slurm provides a quality solution for the resource management. Since HPC is
concerned with a better quality algorithmic solution of the problem, job management has gone on solving
resource management jobs with other applications. Of course, this situation caused a more complicated
configuration system for the structure like Slurm. YARN runs on Hadoop therefore requires nodes to have
Hadoop setup. It supports components such as Spark, Flink, and even HPC/Slurm [15]. On the other hand,
YARN is a Java application that runs on JVM. While JVM brings portability, it demands nodes to have
additional capacity which may be a limiting factor in introducing thin clients. Therefore, for a network with
heterogeneous participants, resource ineﬀiciency leads us to prefer options other than Hadoop. Mesos manages
large collections of heterogeneous resources using Linux’s kernel-level isolating feature (Cgroup) for processes.
Because, Mesos’s learning curve is quite steep, it requires custom frameworks in most cases. It should be noted
Mesos does not provide all the desired features and may require additional software installations for nodes.
Due to limitations and complexities of existing solutions, we implemented our own lightweight and simple
resource negotiator and job scheduler. The simplicity allows us to extend capability with a plugin system
supported by a scripting language. The network that we aim to run the system on will have storage/compute
nodes with heterogeneous resource composition. Nodes have ability to share their resources based on the job
requirements using the scheduling plugins developed. Having two-level scheduling approach, allows system to
execute different rules for each workload running on a common resource pool. This approach increases resource
utilization.
1.4. Checkpoint/restore tools
Application checkpointing is a facility to save the complete state of an executing program to a disk periodically
and in failure, resume the job by restoring the state from the last checkpoint file. The benefits of checkpointing
in the HPC environment are immense since HPC jobs may run for several days/weeks. Big data frameworks
also implement their checkpoint components but mostly for data restore as backing up JVM is expensive [17].
Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart (BLCR), a system-level checkpoint/restart implementation for Linux
clusters, targets HPC applications that support MPI. System-level checkpointing focuses on preemption and
making it suitable for responding to fault precursors such as elevated temperature from sensors [18]. DMTCP
(Distributed MultiThreaded CheckPointing) is a software for applications that automatically handles operating system artifacts (Threads, I/O, File, Mutexes, etc.). DMTCP does not use kernel functions and it runs
unprivileged on user-space. It may be used as a checkpoint-restart module within larger packages [19]. Checkpoint/Restore In Userspace (CRIU) is an application checkpointing solution [20]. It has since been integrated
into multiple container runtimes to support container migration. One of the goals of CRIU is to be as transparent as possible. Therefore, CRIU does not require the processes to be prepared in anyway and restores it
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with the same PID before the failure. A container or an application can be frozen by CRIU, then it prepares
the checkpoint to store it into disk. The stored data can then be used to restore and resume the process. This
function provides us to use snapshots for applications and container migrations.
Application-level solutions for checkpointing and fault-tolerance, are considered to be more time and space
eﬀicient than system-level approaches. This is because system-level solutions cannot utilize application-specific
information [18]. Comparisons of tools are given below:
• DMTCP & CRIU do not need to recompile: useful for legacy/proprietary applications.
• CRIU & BLCR do not need to start anything before the application.
• DMTCP & BLCR can checkpoint MPI.
• CRIU can checkpoint Docker & LXC containers.
• Small overhead with CRIU & BLCR.
Due to advantages of various approaches, we suggest a flexible checkpointing design that may adapt CRIU for
Linux containers and Docker compatible operations and DMTCP for MPI.
1.5. Communication
Slurm provides a REST API daemon for communication. Mesos currently uses an HTTP-like wire protocol
to communicate with its components that uses asynchronous libprocess library. Libprocess primitives have
message passing actor and its messages are immutable that makes paralleling easier. YARN requires its own
abstract RPC protocol to be implemented by the frameworks to connect various components. This brings extra
complexity in protocol design. In YARN, between any two components that needs to communicate via RPC,
one end is a client and the other end is a server. The client always actively connects to the server. Therefore,
YARN actually uses a pull-based communication model. Also YARN RPC does not have a flexible API for
different programming languages. However, it provides access through the thrift protocol, which is slower than
the native access.
For a fully distributed computing platform that includes IoT devices, the communication layer should be
simple and less feature rich. At this point, ZeroMQ [21] provides a crossplatform transport that carries messages
across inproc, IPC, TCP, UDP, TIPC, multicast and WebSocket. It is trivial to add an http-to-raw converter
plug-in if it needs to reside behind a NAT (network address translation). In some cases, where bandwidth is
limited and performance is important then going with a flexible socket construction is the right choice. ZeroMQ
handles all the complexities of managing connections and queuing data for unreliable connections. Data between
nodes may be routed internally by ZeroMQ so that bidirectional communication is provided. ZeroMQ focuses on
keeping the payload overhead eﬀicient and provides scalable communication models such as KQueue or EPOLL
on Linux.
Our paper is organized as follows; after the necessary components for the framework have been critically
discussed in Introduction, Related work is compared with the proposed design in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the design of the framework and the components chosen. The proof-of-concept implementation called BasatNet
is introduced in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in Section 5 and finally the conclusion and future
work is discussed in Section 6.
2. Related work
From a high-level perspective, YARN and Mesos may be considered a close alternative to the proposed project
for the Big Data tasks and Slurm for the HPC. But these alternatives are not light-weight and diﬀicult to be
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made autonomous. For example, YARN is a resource manager specific to Hadoop. On the other hand, Mesos
manages cluster through Zookeeper or other resource managers [31]. Slurm is not suitable for big data as a
workload manager as it requires detailed configuration. We mostly discussed the projects that can be pioneers
for Big Data and HPC and will provide convergence between the two. These projects are reviewed below and
compared also in Table .
Flux [22] is a framework that consists of a suite of projects, tools, and libraries that may be extended to build
site-custom resource managers for HPC. Flux also has an improved scheduler for highly scalable workflows
[23]. The Flux overlay network implements cryptographic privacy and end-to-end data integrity using
ZeroMQ TCP connections. Unfortunately, Flux only targets the HPC domain and requires integration
with Slurm.
Twister2 [25] has a framework structure that addresses both Big Data and HPC needs by including; Single/Multiprocessor CPU capability, nonuniform memory access support, multistorage units, high performance network support (Infiniband). Even though Twister2 appears to target HPC environments with
OpenMPI [25], it has an abstract deployment method where the cluster type needs to be specified for the
jobs that are submitted. Therefore, it requires a load manager such as Slurm or Mesos [26]. Consequently,
Twister2 does not take the responsibility of a cluster management in the infrastructure and plays a role
at the toolkit level. Its dependence on an existing framework introduces additional complexity.
HPC-ABDS: High Performance Computing Apache Big Data Stack proposes a middleware solution that
combines the best of Apache Big Data and HPC Stacks as two separate software packages [27]. HPCABDS work began as the aforementioned Twister2 project [24] fork. HPC-ABDS has attempted to define
a qualified intermediate layer that serves as a bridge between the two stacks. This project led to the birth
of MIDAS/SPIDAL.
MIDAS/SPIDAL: Big Data applications have a wide range of features that require different programming
models and different forms of parallelism, from execution of many loosely coupled tasks to in-memory
caching and parallelism for iterative MapReduce. Thus, MIDAS provides a scalable run-time system, the
underlying resource management middleware and a heterogeneous infrastructure access layer for eﬀicient
operation across applications. The successors of this study have evolved towards the development of a
SPIDAL library project [28] that links HPC and Big Data instead of reducing it as it is. While this was
considered reasonable 10 years ago, it is now insuﬀicient for the growing mass of big data applications as
it not clear how different applications will integrate with each other. Our study differs from this study in
that advocates a lightweight design features such as running on commodity hardware.
3. Design and architecture
The basic components of a distributed computing environment were discussed in the background section.
Components that are selected should be lightweight yet eﬀicient in computation. In this section, the design
groups and implementations are separated functionally and examined. Design groups include Submission,
Coordination, Computation, Communication and Data. Some of these groups may have existing solutions or
their own implementations. Considering the features that are listed in Introduction, BasatNet is designed to
provide fault-tolerant coordination with built-in powerful distributed messaging. The interaction of groups is
depicted in Figure 1 and detailed below.
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Table . Feature comparison table of frameworks.

Feature
Domain
Language
Distributed
Data Mgm.
Resource and
Job Mgm.
Coordination
Parallel
Computing
Communication
Commodity
Hw.
Operability
Configuration
Checkpoint

Flux
HPC
C
Lustre

Twister2
Big Data/HPC
Java
HDFS/Spark RDD

HPC-ABDS/MIDAS
Big Data/HPC
Java
HDFS/Lustre

BasatNet
Big Data/HPC
C
GlusterFS/NFS

Fluxion(flux-sched)

Slurm/Mesos

Slurm/Yarn

Basatctl

Own
PMIx

Zookeeper
Spark/Flink/MPI

Zookeeper
Hadoop/MPI

Basatd
MPI/OpenMP

ZeroMQ
Yes

Conv. MPI, Harp
No

Kafka/RabbitMQ
No

ZeroMQ
Yes

Toml
Slurm

XML
Chronos

XML
-

Lua
BCLR/CRIU

Submission of a computing job from a client node to submission controller is shown in Figure 1, submission
block. A client application such as basatcli, for example, may submit a computing task with desired settings
either by command line parameters or using a configuration file. Basatcli uses several URL schemes to allow
different strategies for the dissemination of code execution. These schemes may include HTTP(S) and a local
mount protocol that also involve SSHFS, NFS (network file system), or Libgfsapi(GlusterFS). Transmission
of the computing task ideally aims to provide the minimum network latency delay. Submission also involves
preparing and submitting the configuration to the controller. BasatNet uses a programmable configuration
system for smarter execution. Lua scripting language is used to manage configurations due to being lightweight
and convenient for coding settings. A Lua configuration file generally contains the necessary settings to ideally
distribute the tasks of an application. These include resource allocation such as CPU, memory, I/O, parallel
computing techniques. All these adjustments may be managed by the Lua programming language.
Service discovery is widely used in distributed applications and describes the ability of distributed services
to find each other using service names without knowing the physical location and the address of the server. It
is important that the services be discovered easily. In our design, service discovery is a dummy transmitter.
Basatnetd (Basat network daemon) acts as a router and is used to maintain robust synchronization between
nodes that are distributed. Basatnet keeps track of the status of worker and supervisor nodes with heartbeat
and service-oriented request-response processing. The Basatnetd atomic broadcast protocol is at the core of the
whole system that issues orderly updates. Basatnetd uses the server-side service discovery in which clients make
requests. Consequently, the service registry is queried by Basatnetd and a request is forwarded to an available
instance.
Coordination and management of the distributed computing is critical as fundamental tasks such as
heartbeats, resource allocation, job management, checkpoint tracking and monitoring is done via coordinator
controller. The software acts as a resource negotiator and in case of a failure, it seeks new resources via
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dynamic allocation. The Basat controller (Basatctl) in our design also includes job management integrated
with resource allocation. Basatctl creates compute pool groups from agents that connect to itself. By default
there is always at least a single computation group available. Various resource groups may be allocated for special
computations. Agents report their computing environment capacity such as CPU, memory, I/O capability to the
controller node. The controller distributes the job by taking into account the agents capacity and the submission
configuration. Compute pools may support different job scheduling algorithms. For proof of implementation, a
FIFO scheduling algorithm was chosen. If the controller detects the job is finished when all nodes return their
own results then the submitter node will be notified. Also during the execution, the health of the partial jobs
are followed using the heartbeats from the agents. If heartbeat message is not received from the agent within a
certain period of time, the job cancellation is requested from the agent and the thread is migrated to another
agent. If the agent can perform the task to a certain extent but not fully perhaps due to limited resources, then
the process migration of the partial computation takes place by transferring the process state file to another
available agent. Agents have the ability to migrate tasks among themselves and only the controller is informed
and the status of the task in the controller is updated. Task reassignment capability of agents is a feature of
autonomy. Also the information send to controller are used for monitoring. Although all these operations are
carried out through a controller node, the status backup is done by another controller in the cluster.
A backup mechanism is triggered when these fail-overs happen; (i) the submitter detects that the primary
controller is no longer sending heartbeats, and concludes that it had died. The submitter connects to the backup
controller and requests a new state snapshot, (ii) the backup controller starts to receive snapshot requests from
the submitter, and detects that the primary controller is down. The backup controller becomes primary, (iii)
the backup server applies its pending list according to process state requests. We assume that at least one server
will keep running. When the primary fails, the second controller will take over as long as more than one host
is specified. When the primary returns to service, it notifies the backup. The backup then saves the state, the
primary reads the saved state and takes overs the computation and the second controller returns the backup
mode again.

Computation:

The main component of computation is the compute (worker) node. A compute node is a

virtual concept and represents the subcomponents (may be physical/virtual machines or software modules)
where the main computing operations are shown in Figure 1, Computation block. Agent (basatd) is the
foremost of these components that communicate with the Controller node. It is responsible for task scheduling,
container creation, check-pointing. A job is divided into parts by the Controller and then converted into a task
structure for the Agent. Task is ordered by the Agent. Before the task processing stage, the container in which
the execution takes place must be prepared. An agent may use a scheduling mechanism to create containers
statically or dynamically based on the nature of the task. For the container technology, we choose LXC (Linux
containers) which relies on the Linux kernel cgroups with namespace isolation functionality. An agent may run
different task scheduling algorithms. While the related task is running, the agent sends status information to
the Controller. If the task completes successfully, a success report is sent to the Controller and the container
is prepared for the next task. The commissioning and tracking of a new task is managed by the Agent task
scheduler. If there are no tasks in the task queue, a new job-part is requested from the Controller. If the task
fails during the execution, the Controller will be informed and another attempt will be made. If the Controller
approves, the task is retried or the task is transferred to another agent. Check-pointing may be done with third
party solutions (DMTCP, CRIU).
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Data is stored on nodes provided by the distributed file system that is shown in Figure 1, Data Access block.
BasatNet prefers Glusterfs over HDFS. Glusterfs is a decentralised-friendly distributed file system on the market
today. The data layer consists of multiple data nodes that not only keeps the data distributed but also the log
files and results. Using GlusterFS, the concept of data locality may be achieved with configuration such that
the application has the least network latency. Data nodes may deliver data to worker nodes and controllers
using HTTP, SSH, NFS like URL schemes, Libglusterfs API, and local mount. Data locality may be specified
with an option in the configuration file at task scheduling.

Figure 1. High level design of BasatNet.

Communication: The performance of distributed and parallel computing is directly affected by the design
and implementation of the communication subsystem. We attempted to build a communication layer that not
only utilizes the existing distributed messaging libraries such as MPI but also extends it with new patterns.
ZeroMQ is used as the communication library in the proposed design. ZeroMQ behaves like an embedded
networking library but also supports concurrency. The communication middleware established with ZeroMQ
will manage the connections of modules that communicate with the Controller. ZeroMQ’s built-in primitives
for formal scalable communication is considered for BasatNet design. For the Controller’s cluster the binary
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star pattern was selected. In this pattern, the Controller backs up the coordination status to the next backup
controller. The connection of the controller with the Agents is established using the router/dealer with a
pub/subpattern. The communication is done through messages transmitted in binary form via ZeroMQ.
The message types to be communicated include the heartbeat, task processing, job submit and data node
metainformation. In addition to the implementation of the proposed communication protocol, BasatNet also
supports NFS for data nodes, HTTP(S) for connections and MPI for parallel programming.
4. Proof-of-concept implementation
The C programming language was used for network related modules due to its low resource consumption and
high performance. Lua was chosen to implement the settings in configuration subsystem due to its metalanguage
features. Lua also has a very small virtual machine that is accessible from C. Python was used to test the system
due to its ease of implementation with battery-included libraries. ZeroMQ was used for communication and
data exchange over the network. Testing was conducted on Milis Linux operating system 1 . BasatNet has an
open source code and available at the designated Git Repository 2 . Detailed implementation of components are
reported in the following subsections.
4.1. Programmable configuration
Lua has a small virtual machine that may be embedded inside C by including header files. C programs may accesses the Lua environment in Stack to read configuration and exchange data. ProtoBuffer Lua implementation
was used to transmit configurations with binary serialization as in Controller and other agents transmission.
An example task configuration may be submitted with Lua as:
submit={type="cmd", content="python test.py", min_ram=32, MPI=yes,
Multi_Thread=no, Data_Parallel=true,}
4.2. Service discovery and router
This module was implemented as a broker as shown in Figure 1 Communication block, under the name of
Basatnetd that handles the traﬀic between agents, controller and submitters. Basatnetd also checks the vitality
of nodes through heartbeat such as Zookeeper [5]. Basatnetd does not handle key/value storage as in our
design key/value operations are executed by the Controller. Basatnet broker is based on advanced ZeroMQ
communication protocol that defines a reliable service-oriented request-reply dialog between a set of client
applications, a broker and a set of worker applications.
4.3. Controller/job scheduler
The Controller orchestrates the system and together with an Agent performs the work as shown in Figure 1,
Coordination block. While the Controller processes the job, the Agent processes the tasks of the job. The
Controller performs these functions; (i) queuing submitted jobs, (ii) dividing jobs into related tasks according
to the job configuration, (iii) distributing tasks to the agents, (iv) collecting the results from the agents, and
(v) reporting the merged outcome of the tasks to the client as the result of the job. A fixed-size queue data
structure is implemented as prototype. The scheduler function handles resource management and data/task
1 Milis

Linux (2021). Milis Linux Operating System [online]. Website https://mls.akdeniz.edu.tr [accessed 11 April 2022].
Source Code [online]. Website https://mls.akdeniz.edu.tr/git/milisarge/basatnet [accessed 11 April 2022].
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parallelization. A custom heartbeat message sent by each agent to the controller plays a key role in resource
management. This heartbeat message includes resource information (CPU, Ram, IO).
4.4. Agent/task scheduler
Agent is an component derived from workers like the Controller. Agents run on nodes that do the computation.
Each task is queued by the Agent’s own scheduler mechanism by utilizing the polling feature of ZeroMQ. In
our implementation, a special file format is used to store task messages and process the FIFO queue. When a
task is submitted to the Agent from the Controller, it is queued. Agents handle the task in a multithreaded
environment while serving other tasks. Each task runs according to the cgroup policy of the Agent. After
finishing the task, the results are sent to the Controller over the coordinator node.
4.5. Resource limitation
A process limitation is applied at each node for task execution using the cgroups feature of Linux kernel by
specifying a policy for the tasks. Control groups and the subsystems that are related may be managed using shell
commands and utilities. The Linux kernel provides different cgroup subsystems for CPU, RAM and Network.
For each cgroup, the steps are; creating hierarchies, mounting of the necessary file systems, creation of cgroups,
and setting of subsystem parameters (resource limits). An example configuration for BasatNet daemon is shown
below:
group basatd_group{
cpu
{ cpu.shares = 100; }, memory { memory.limit_in_bytes = 256m; },
blkio { blkio.throttle.read_bps_device = "8:0 4194304";},
}
The example configuration above states that the cpu shares up-to 100 available memory of 256MB and disk
read is limited to throughput for 4MiB/s. Read I/O to the primary disk shown by major:minor number is 8:0;
that is 4MiB/s converted to bytes per second as 4 × 1024 × 1024 = 4,194,304. Also we need to set the processes
(tasks) for which it limits the related resources to the cgroups. This is done at cgrules.conf file under /etc
directory. We defined our basatd_group inside the config file. At the beginning of line, there is basatd which
shows the user in our behalf at Linux system. Each task is run by this user with the corresponding cgroups
policy.
5. Results and discussion
As described in Section 4, a test environment based on isolated chroot system was implemented. This environment was provided with the help of Linux container technology, with Milis Linux system as the host system.
A container image is deployed for each component included in Figure 1. Container images were obtained using
Alpine Linux so that the container images were not too bloated. They are approximately 7-8 MB. For the
test process, four containers were used respectively; Router (basatnet), Controller (basatctl), Worker (basatd)
and Client (basatcli) nodes. The connection of the containers with each other was made via a virtual bridge
network and the host network interface. Each component that is added to the test environment has a one-time
deployment cost. Other samples were cloned.
The measurements given in Figure 2 were obtained by running BasatNet Router in a Linux Container.
The memory was limited to 3MB to demonstrate that the system may run with a low memory footprint. With
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this limitation, we determined that the maximum number of containers that can concurrently run were as
follows: i) The container itself consumes up to 1.38 MB of memory. ii) When the application starts, the total
memory consumption increases to 2.05MB in the listening mode. At this mode there is no worker node in the
network. iii) Next, the controller starts as worker number 1. iv) Under the 3 MB limit, the system allows up to
3 more workers for actual computation. Consequently, for 3 Workers, 1 Controller and 1 Router, a net memory
usage of 1.62MB (3MB–1.38MB) was observed.
When running a constant time job that sleeps at regular intervals in the testbed environment, we have
achieved the following results:
• Fast deployment of controller and worker nodes using the Linux container structure for cloning. Only the
cost of rootfs copying speed was required.
• Initiating client nodes may specify their requests with a flexible programmable configuration system. This
allows unmet requests to be stored with its state in the container by taking a snapshot of it for future
processing.
• Controller node freezes idle worker nodes and when a job arrives it may unfreeze the idle worker node in
less than 1 s to join the distributed computing pool.
• Powerful communication layer enables communication over IPC (interprocess communication), TCP and
UDP. Different distributed system patterns should be adaptable based on the needs of the job. Therefore, the communication library must be capable in handling heterogeneous protocols and allow easy
implementation.

Figure 2. BasatNet Router Memory Usage < 3M B .

6. Conclusion and future work
Due to the ever-increasing data volume, the need for rapid data processing has the potential to directly affect
scientific studies. For this reason, the convergence between HPC and big data continues inevitably, and
investments in supercomputers are now being made in this field. Therefore, for a successful outcome, it is
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important to develop the distributed computing environment correctly. However, this is diﬀicult because, while
Big Data assumes low cost commodity hardware for computation, HPC is designed to run on super computers.
For future work we envision that computation units may use Unikernel [29] like level container technology.
Alternatively, using user-space programming, we can implement in kernel-space in favor of reducing context
switch. Resource management and fault-tolerance skills will be developed by ensuring that the Coordinator
has autonomous qualifications in decision making. Consequently, with this study, a distributed system design
and implementation on a Linux host system that will work using different architectures has been presented. In
the experimental environment we have implemented, the basic functioning of the components in the distributed
system with isolated running environments with adjustable resources has been shown.
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